For linear electron-phonon coupling, the Huang-Rhys factor, S, gives the intensity ratio of the one-quantum vibronic transition (0→1) to the purely electronic origin transition (0→0) in a vibrationally resolved, zero-temperature absorption or emission spectrum. It is often assumed that the overtone to fundamental integrated intensity ratio in resonance Raman scattering of semiconductor nanocrystals is equal to or proportional to S, or that S may be determined from the overtone intensity in some other straightforward manner. In fact, this is not generally possible because of different excitation profiles for overtones and fundamentals, differential sensitivity of overtones and fundamentals to electronic dephasing, and interference effects from partially overlapping electronic transitions. Here we examine the relationship between the Huang-Rhys factor and the overtone to fundamental intensity ratio through spectroscopic simulations using parameters appropriate to II-VI semiconductor nanocrystals such as CdSe. A simple equation relating the overtone to fundamental Raman intensity ratio to the Huang-Rhys factor is obtained only in the case of a single resonant electronic state, excitation at the maximum of the inhomogeneously broadened absorption band, and a homogeneous linewidth small compared with the phonon frequency.
INTRODUCTION
Electron-phonon coupling (EPC) may be defined as the extent to which distortion of the nuclei along a vibrational coordinate changes the energy separation between two electronic states. In the simplest case, the potential energy surfaces for different electronic states differ only by a constant plus a term linear in one or more nuclear coordinates (normal modes). This is referred to as linear electron-phonon coupling. The strength of the EPC is expressed by the Huang-Rhys factor, S, given by Δ 2 /2 where Δ is the difference between the potential minima of the two electronic states along the ground-state dimensionless normal coordinate. [1] [2] [3] [4] (With this definition, Δ = 1 when the two potential energy surfaces are displaced by /√2 where is the standard deviation of the probability distribution in the ground vibrational state, | 0 | 2 . Some workers [5] [6] [7] [8] use an alternative definition in which Δ is smaller by √2 , and S = Δ 2 .) The magnitude of EPC influences a number of optical, photophysical, and transport properties that are of interest in semiconductor nanocrystals (SC NCs) including the Stokes shift between absorption and emission, the efficiency of multiple exciton generation, and the rates of electron and hole transfer through the material and across interfaces. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] In a vibrationally resolved, zero-temperature absorption or emission spectrum where the optical transition originates entirely from the vibrationless state, the Huang-Rhys factor determines the intensities of the vibronic sub-bands making up the electronic transition. For S < 1, most of the intensity of the electronic transition is in the origin band, with a weaker 0 → 1 transition and progressively weaker 0 → bands; for S > 1, the vibronic intensity first 4 increases with increasing , reaching a maximum at = S, and then decreases for larger . The ratio of the one-quantum vibronic transition to the electronic origin is given by S, and the ratio of the two-quantum (overtone) to one-quantum (fundamental) transition is given by S/2. Therefore it should be possible to determine the EPC strength simply by inspecting a resolved electronic spectrum; however, absorption or emission spectra of SC NCs exhibiting adequate resolution are seldom available because of the inhomogeneous broadening present in even the most monodisperse NC preparations. While there are examples of the determination of S from photoluminescence and/or excitation spectra of single NCs 15, 16 as well as ensembles, [17] [18] [19] such measurements remain challenging.
An experimentally easier way to measure vibronic intensities is through resonance Raman scattering. The matrix element for a 0 → phonon transition in a resonance Raman spectrum depends on the EPC strength for each phonon. It is often assumed that the ratio of the integrated area of the first overtone transition to that of the fundamental, 0→2 0→1 ⁄ , is equal to or directly proportional to S, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] as it is in one-photon absorption or emission as described above. However, this is not generally the case for resonance Raman scattering, a coherent twophoton process in which paths through different intermediate states interfere. In its simplest "sum-over-states" formulation, the resonance Raman cross-section for a molecule or NC initially in its vibrationless ground state can be written as 3
where M is the electronic transition dipole moment between the ground state and the resonant excited state having purely electronic transition frequency 0 , F is the final state in the Raman process, V is a phonon level of the resonant excited state having vibrational frequency , and are the incident and scattered frequencies, and Γ is the homogeneous linewidth (lifetime plus dephasing width) characterizing the electronic transition. In the linear electron-phonon coupling limit, the vibrational overlap integrals in the numerator have the following simple forms for Rayleigh, Raman fundamental, and Raman overtone scattering, respectively: 27
Eq. (2) dephasing decay that may be exponential at long times but is more nearly Gaussian or inertial at short times, and the effect of dephasing on resonance Raman scattering is not as simple as the iΓ appearing in the denominator of eq. (2).
In this paper we present a set of model calculations that explore the effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous electronic spectral broadening, overlapping electronic transitions, and nonzero temperature on the overtone to fundamental intensity ratio in resonance Raman scattering. The parameters used in these calculations are roughly appropriate for CdSe quantum dots, one of the earliest SC NC systems for which resonance Raman profiles were reported; 5 however, we expect that the qualitative results should be applicable to other NC materials and morphologies as well.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Eq. (2) for the resonance Raman cross-section assumes a single resonant electronic transition, zero temperature, and purely Lorentzian homogeneous broadening of the resonant electronic transition. While multiple resonant transitions, inhomogeneous broadening of the electronic transitions, and thermal population of initial vibrational states may be accounted for straightforwardly within the sum-over-states framework of eq. (2), 3 the homogeneous broadening resulting from physically reasonable models for electronic dephasing is very messy to incorporate within a sum-over-states formalism. 31, 32 Therefore, we employ the "timedomain" formulation of resonance Raman scattering 3, 4, 33 to calculate Raman excitation profiles and optical absorption spectra. This is mathematically equivalent to the sum-over-states approach, but it is computationally more tractable when non-exponential homogeneous dephasing and/or large numbers of coupled vibrational modes need to be considered. 3, 34 The computational methods have been described in detail in previous publications. 4, 35, 36 For application to CdSe nanocrystals in the wurtzite crystal structure, where there is one unique axis, 37 each of the electronic states contributing to the optical absorption or Raman enhancement was assumed to be polarized either along the z axis or degenerate in the xy plane. The Condon approximation was assumed, whereby the transition dipole moment to an excited vibronic state separates into the product of a purely electronic transition dipole and a purely vibrational overlap integral. For direct-gap semiconductors such as CdSe, where the optical transition is fully electronically allowed and very strong (oscillator strengths typically exceeding unity), the Condon approximation is expected to hold for the same reasons that it does for molecules with strongly allowed transitions. We assume the common experimental configuration in which the incident excitation is linearly polarized (e.g. along ) and propagates along �, and the scattered light is detected propagating along � and polarized either parallel () or perpendicular ( �) to the incident polarization. The differential Raman cross sections for parallel and perpendicular 8 polarization detection for a transition between vibrational levels I and F is given by 36, 38 
where and are the laser and scattered frequencies. The components of the Raman polarizability tensor are calculated in the time domain as 4
where e is an electronic (electron-hole) state, , is the electronic transition dipole moment between the ground state and excited state e along direction k (in a nanocrystal-fixed coordinate system), is the central frequency difference between the purely electronic states, is a shift in this frequency for different members of an inhomogeneous ensemble (see below), and ( ) is a damping function that accounts for all sources of electronic homogeneous dephasing. As discussed further below, we model the homogeneous dephasing as coupling to an overdamped Brownian oscillator, 30, 40 with the explicit expression for ( ) given in eqs. 
where is the initial thermal equilibrium population of phonon mode and ( ) is the Gaussian distribution of frequency shifts . If there is no polarization selection in the detection step, as we assume here, the sum of (6a) and (6b) is measured.
Finally, the corresponding electronic absorption spectrum is given in SI units by 36, 39 ( ) =
where n is the solvent refractive index and Re designates the real part of the complex quantity.
Note that the absorption spectrum and the resonance Raman profiles depend on all of the same material parameters, so any reasonable model for the spectroscopy must fit both experimental observables with the same set of parameters.
RESULTS
The overtone to fundamental Raman intensity ratio was calculated as a function of excitation frequency ( ) for five different electron-phonon coupling strengths and for three different ratios between the homogeneous (Brownian oscillator) and inhomogeneous linewidths, holding the total width constant. The Huang-Rhys factors varied from 0.02 to 0.72, roughly the range that has been reported for the LO phonon of CdSe nanocrystals through different experimental techniques. 5, 17, 20, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] The Brownian oscillator parameter κ, which has the effect of varying the homogeneous lineshape from Lorentzian to Gaussian (exponential to
Gaussian decay in the time domain), was set to 0.01, producing a nearly Gaussian lineshape.
Calculations were performed for a single resonant electronic state as well as for two states separated by 807 cm -1 (0.1 eV) with either parallel or perpendicular transition dipole directions.
In each case, the total (homogeneous plus inhomogeneous) width was fixed at 960 cm -1 (FWHM), roughly the experimental absorption width of the lowest excitonic transition of good quality CdSe quantum dot preparations. The vibrational frequency was set to 208 cm -1 , appropriate for the LO phonon of CdSe, the temperature was fixed at 298 K, and the electronic transition frequency (for the lower of the two transitions in two-state calculations) was fixed at 18000 cm -1 . In each case the overtone to fundamental ratios are presented only for excitation frequencies at which there is significant absorbance, corresponding to a true resonance Raman process.
Figures 1-4 present the calculated absorption spectra and overtone to fundamental intensity ratio profiles. The absorption spectrum broadens slightly as the Huang-Rhys factor is increased, but this is a fairly small effect because vibronic structure is not the dominant source of breadth in these spectra. Several generalizations can be drawn from the calculated I2LO/ILO ratios. In general the overtone to fundamental ratio does increase with increasing S, but there is not a direct proportionality and the increase tends to "saturate" for large S. The overtone to fundamental ratio also decreases as the contribution of homogeneous broadening to the absorption bandwidth increases. This is because more rapid homogeneous dephasing gives the initial ground-state phonon wavepacket less time to propagate on the excited-state potential energy surface [refer to eq. (5) (Fig. 3 ) or in perpendicular directions (Fig. 4) . Absorption spectrum and overtone to fundamental intensity ratios as a function of the Huang-Rhys factor S for a single resonant electronic state. Three different ratios of homogeneous to total electronic spectral width are shown. Fig. 3 except that the lower-energy state is z-polarized while the higher-energy state is xy-polarized.
14 Figure 5 plots the intensity ratios obtained with excitation at the absorption maximum for the largest and smallest homogeneous to inhomogeneous broadening ratios considered. This figure shows the sub-linear scaling of overtone to fundamental ratio with S for fixed linewidth, as well as the reduction in overtone intensity as the homogeneous contribution to the linewidth is increased at fixed S. In addition, this plot shows that when the electronic transition of interest is partially overlapped by a weaker transition having large EPC, increasing S can actually decrease the overtone to fundamental ratio even if the dephasing rate is fixed and excitation is at the peak of the absorption band. This is also directly apparent in Figs. 3 and 4 , where the green curve (S = 0.02) is above the blue and black ones (S = 0.18 and 0.08) in certain excitation ranges. This occurs because the contributions to the fundamental intensity interfere destructively in this region, while the overtone intensity arises almost entirely from the higher energy, larger S state. 41 The smallest homogeneous width used in the calculations shown here is 48 cm -1 full width at half maximum, and further reducing it has almost no effect on the overtone to fundamental intensity ratio; the dephasing is slow compared with the phonon frequency, and ⟨2|0( )⟩ does not experience significantly more damping than ⟨1|0( )⟩.
Increasing the homogeneous width above the largest value used here does further reduce the overtone to fundamental ratio for any given value of S, and at least one three-pulse photon echo study suggests that the homogeneous broadening may account for more than half the width of the lowest excitonic transition at room temperature. 51 Larger homogeneous widths may also be appropriate for the higher-energy transitions.
The results of these resonance Raman intensity simulations clearly demonstrate that Huang- 
This equation reproduces the data to within better than 5% under the stated conditions. While this simple relationship is easy to apply, it may be far from correct if any of the conditions for its validity are not met.
Often one is interested less in the absolute magnitude of the electron-phonon coupling than in how it changes as some parameter of the material (size, shape, surface chemistry) is varied. If the resonance condition and homogeneous width are constant and a single electronic state dominates the resonance enhancement, the overtone to fundamental ratio does increase monotonically with S. Maintaining a constant resonance condition is straightforward in principle, although a continuously tunable excitation source is not always available. However, changing the size, shape, or surface chemistry of a nanocrystal may also affect the linewidths as well as the relative positions and/or intensities of other electronic transitions that partially overlap the one of interest and influence the Raman intensities. Thus, one cannot necessarily conclude that an increased relative overtone intensity signifies stronger EPC.
